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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

After an absence of two years we are happy to announce that we are now in a position to continue the publication of Quaestiones Informaticae. The first Volume of QI consists of three numbers, and appeared during the period June 1979 till March 1980 under the editorship of Prof Howard Williams. Because Prof Williams took up a post at the Herriott-Watt University in Edinburgh, he had to relinquish his position as editor. The Computer Society of South Africa, which sponsors the publication of QI, appointed me as editor, whereas Mr Peter Pirow took over the administration of the Journal. The editorial board functions under the auspices of the Publications Committee of the CSSA.

The current issue is Number 1 of Volume 2. It is planned to publish altogether three issues in the Volume, with most of the papers coming from the Second South African Computer Symposium on Research in Theory, Software and Hardware. This Symposium was held on 28th and 29th October, 1981. At present it appears that most of the material published in this Journal comes from papers read at conferences. We invite possible contributors to submit their work to QI, since only the vigorous support of researchers in the field of Computer Science and Information Systems will keep this publication alive.

G WIECHERS

November, 1983
A CSP Description of some Parallel Sorting Algorithms

M. H. Linck
University of Cape Town, Rondebosch, Cape

Abstract
Hoare’s CSP notation is used to describe 3 parallel sorting algorithms. The first algorithm uses \( n/2 \) processes working in parallel, the second uses an array of \( n \) parallel processes and the third algorithm is a parallel version of quicksort.

Introduction
During the past 5 years several high level languages or notations have been developed that allow for parallelism in the description of algorithms.

The languages Concurrent Pascal of Brinch Hansen[1], Modula of Wirth[2] and Pascal Plus of Welsh and Burstard[3], are all based on Pascal[4]. All these languages allow for the description of processes running in parallel; however communication between processes has to be effected via the use of a special monitor[5] process.

CSP[6] developed by Hoare builds on Dijkstra’s[7] guarded command notation for both alternative and repetitive commands. In CSP a program is described as a number of processes running in parallel which, if they communicate with each other, do so by special Input-Output commands which are strictly synchronized.

Sorting is an area of prime importance in computing and Computer Science. This paper describes 3 sorting algorithms, written in CSP. All these algorithms involve parallelism in their description.

Before describing these new algorithms, the familiar BUBBLESORT[8] algorithm is described in CSP, see Figure 1, in order to introduce many of the concepts of this new language[9]. Bubblesort is described as 3 processes running in parallel:-

- SENDER — which sends the values to be sorted, one after another, to BUBBLESORT.
- BUBBLESORT — which accepts these values, sorts them, and then sends the sorted values to RECEIVER.
- RECEIVER — receives the sorted values.

Three sorting algorithms involving parallelism
In this section three parallel sorts are described. For each sort the algorithm is described, a CSP description is given as well as a small worked numerical example. Some comments are made about each method.

```csp
(Sender ::

comment 100 values are sent, one after another, from SENDER to BUBBLESORT;

i := 1;
\*i ≤ 100 ⇒ BUBBLESORT! value (i) ; i := i + 1

//BUBBLESORT ::
i, size, limit, no-of-swops ; integer;
temp : real;
list : (1 . . . 100) real;
i := 1; \*SENDER ? list(i) ⇒ i := i + 1;
size := i ; limit := i ; no-of-swops := 1;
\*limit ≥ 2 ; no-of-swops ≠ 0 ⇒
i := 1 ; no-of-swops := 0;
\*i ≤ limit -1 ⇒
[ list(i) ≤ list(i + 1) ⇒ skip
  list(i) > list(i + 1) ⇒ temp := list(i);
  list(i) := list(i + 1);
  list(i + 1) := temp;
  no-of-swops := no-of-swops + 1
];
i := i + 1;
] lim := limit -1;

i := 1; \*i ≤ size ⇒ RECEIVER!list(i); i := i + 1

//RECEIVER ::
j : integer; sorted : (1 . . . 100) real;
j := 1; \*BUBBLESORT ? sorted(j) ⇒ j := j + 1; .........
```

7
2. A Sorting algorithm using n/2 processes in parallel

Algorithm: This algorithm consists of 2 cycles described below as CYCLE1 and CYCLE2 respectively. These cycles are performed, one after another, as many times as necessary. The algorithm terminates when two successive cycles, (CYCLE1 and CYCLE2) or (CYCLE2 or CYCLE1), both give rise to no swaps.

CYCLE1: The 1st & 2nd value is compared by process1 & swapped if necessary.
The 3rd & 4th value is compared by process2 & swapped if necessary.
The 5th & 6th value is compared by process3 & swapped if necessary.

CYCLE2: The 2nd & 3rd value is compared by process1 & swapped if necessary.
The 4th & 5th value is compared by process2 & swapped if necessary.

etc....
The n-2th & n-1th value is compared by process (n/2-1) & swapped if necessary.

ALL THESE STEPS ARE PERFORMED IN PARALLEL.

(If n is even then the last value is just omitted from the comparison for this cycle).

A CSP description of this algorithm, for n even, is given in Figure 2 and a small worked numerical example is given in Figure 3.

Each cycle of this sort will require n/2 processors, (i.e. one for each process running in parallel). Each process performs a comparison and a swap (if necessary). In the average case, where the values to be sorted are randomly distributed, \( \frac{1}{2}(n + 1) \) cycles of operation will be required to successfully complete the sort. In the worst case, with the values initially being in anti-sorted order, \( (n + 1) \) cycles of operation will be required.

The time to perform this sort will therefore be \( O(n) \).

Figure 2. A CSP description of a n/2 parallel processor sort (n = 50)

Unsorted Sorted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cycle1 cycle2 cycle1 cycle2 cycle1 cycle2 cycle1
No-of swops 1 2 2 2 2 0 0

Figure 3. A worked numerical example of a n/2 (n = 6) parallel processor sort.
3. A sorting algorithm using an array of \( n \) parallel processes.

This algorithm has an array of \( n \) parallel processes, in essence one for each value being sorted. There are two extra processes, one that injects the unsorted values into the 1st process of the array of processes and one that collects the sorted values from the \( n' \)th process.

Each process \( i \) of the array of \( n \) processes is described as follows: Each process is sent exactly \( n \) values by process \( i-1 \).

1. It keeps the 1st value sent to it. Let us call this the comparitor value.

For each subsequent value sent to the process

\[
\text{SORTER}(0) :: i : \text{integer};
\text{unsorted} : (1 \ldots 100) \text{real};
\begin{align*}
\text{comment} & \text{this process sends the 100 unsorted values to SORTER}(1); \\
i & := 1; \\
\text{LET} 1 \leq 100 \rightarrow \text{SORTER}(1)\text{unsorted}(i) ; i := i + 1
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{/\text{SORTER}} (i : 1 \ldots 100) ::
value1,value2 : \text{real};
\text{SORTER}(i-1)? value1;
\begin{align*}
\text{LET} & \text{SORTER}(i-1)? value2 \rightarrow \begin{cases}
\text{value2} \geq \text{value1} & \text{SORTER}(i + 1)? \text{value2} \\
\text{value2} < \text{value1} & \text{SORTER}(i + 1)? \text{value1} \\
\text{value1} := \text{value2}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{SORTER}(i + 1)? \text{value1}
\]

\[
\text{/\text{SORTER}} (101) ::
i : \text{integer};
\text{sorted} : (1 \ldots 100) \text{real};
i := 1; \\
\text{LET} \text{SORTER}(100)? \text{sorted}(i); i := i + 1
\]

Figure 4. A CSP description for a sort, for 100 values, using an array of 100 parallel processes.

2. It compares this value with the comparitor value.
3. It sends the larger of the two values to process \( i+1 \).
4. It sets the comparitor value equal to the smaller of the two values.

Finally, after it has passed on \( n-1 \) values to process \( i+1 \)
5. It sends the \( n' \)th value to process \( i+1 \), and
6. Terminates.

A CSP description of this algorithm is given in Figure 4 and a small worked numerical example is given, step by step, in Figure 5. The use of an array of \( n \) processes, to sort \( n \) values, leads to a particularly concise and elegant description of this method.

Unsorted Sorted

Figure 5. Numerical example illustrating, step by step, a Sort using an array of 3 parallel processes to sort 3 values into order.
Each value to be sorted passes, in turn, through \( n \) identical processes. Each process consists essentially of accepting a value, comparing two values, swapping two values (if necessary) and sending a value to the succeeding process. The time to perform this sort will therefore be \( O(n) \).

### 4. A Parallel version of Quicksort

Quicksort\(^{[8,10]} \) is a well known and very fast sorting algorithm. A comparator value, from the values being sorted, is chosen. The values being sorted are then partitioned into two groups: Group1 with values less than the comparator value and Group2 with values greater than or equal to the comparator value. The position of the comparator value, in the sorted array, is computed. Quicksort is then invoked recursively, first for Group1 then for Group2.

The parallel version of Quicksort essentially replaces the recursive calls of the sequential solution with the parallel execution of 'son' processes.

Again an array of \( n \) parallel processes is used.

Each of these \( n \) parallel processes may be described as follows:

1. It accepts one or more values from its father process.
2. The first value so obtained is kept as the comparator value, \( (CV) \), for that process.
3. Each subsequent value so obtained is compared with \( CV \) and sent either to the left-hand-son process or the right-hand-son process depending on whether it is less than or greater than or equal to \( CV \). (The connection between the father process and any son process is made immediately before the father process sends the first value to that son process).
4. A value, called count, is kept of the number of values sent to the left-hand-son process.
5. After a process has received all the values to be sorted it then receives, from its father process, a value:- old-count.
6. The position of this process's \( CV \), in the final sorted array, is now computed:
   \[
   \text{pos} = \text{old-count} + \text{count} + 1
   \]
7. This value of pos is sent to the right-hand-son process.
8. The value of \( CV \) together with the value of pos is sent to the collector process.
9. The value of old-count is sent to the left-hand-son process.
10. The process terminates.

A CSP description of this algorithm is given in Figure 6 and a small worked example is given in Figure 7. Figure 7a illustrates the values being sorted and Figure 7b illustrates the computation of the position of each process's comparator value in the final sorted array.

This method is an adaptation of Gries's solution\(^{[6]} \) to the Prime number problem using the Sieve of Eratosthenes\(^{[11]} \). Irrespective of the distribution of the values to be sorted all the values have to pass through the 1st process before continuing on. This takes \( n \) cycles of operation. The last value, can at most pass through a further \( n-1 \) processes (taking a further \( n-1 \) cycles of operation). The maximum time for the sort is thus \( n + (n-1) = 2n-1 \) cycles of operation. Each cycle (or process) essentially consists of: accepting a value from the previous process, a comparison and sending a value on to some successor process. The time to perform this sort will therefore by \( O(n) \).

### 5. Conclusion

Three parallel sorting algorithms have been presented. All these algorithms will work faster than comparable non-parallel sorts because more processes are used. The complexity of all these algorithms is \( O(n) \). Further comparison between these methods and between parallel and non-parallel methods is required. This is intended as a future development.

CSP is shown to be a powerful notation, capable of concise description of parallel algorithms.

CSP's concept of an array of processes, was directly responsible for the construction of the algorithm for method2. This is an excellent example of a good construct in a notation leading to new and novel solutions to a problem.
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\[
\text{CSP is shown to be a powerful notation, capable of concise description of parallel algorithms.}
\]

\[
\text{CSP's concept of an array of processes, was directly responsible for the construction of the algorithm for method2.}
\]

\[
\text{This is an excellent example of a good construct in a notation leading to new and novel solutions to a problem.}
\]
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father, left-son, right-son, count, old-count : integer;
value1, value2 : real;
left-son-created, right-son-created : boolean;
left-son-created := false; right-son-created := false;
PROCESS-NO? father; comment father process number is obtained;
S(father)? value1; comment the comparitor value is obtained;
count := 0;
\[ S(father)? value2 -> \]
\[ value1 > value2 -> \]
\[ left-son-created \Rightarrow S(left-son)! value2; \]
\[ count := count + 1 \]
\[ right-son-created \Rightarrow PROCESS-NO!(); \]
\[ PROCESS-NO? left-son; \]
\[ S(left-son)! value2; \]
\[ left-son-created := true; \]
\[ count := count + 1 \]
\[ \]
\[ \]
\[ left-son-created \Rightarrow S(left-son)! value2 \]
\[ count := count + 1 \]
\[ \]
\[ right-son-created \Rightarrow PROCESS-NO!(); \]
\[ PROCESS-NO? right-son; \]
\[ S(right-son)! value2; \]
\[ right-son-created := true; \]
\[ \]
S(father)? old-count;
count := old-count + count + 1;
comment count is position of value1 in the sorted array;
\[ right-son-created \Rightarrow S(right-son)! count \]
\[ right-son-created \Rightarrow skip \]
\[ \]
S(0)! (value1, count);
\[ left-son-created \Rightarrow S(left-son)! old-count \]
\[ left-son-created \Rightarrow skip \]
\[ \]

Figure 6. A CSP description of a parallel version.

Figure 7a. The relationship of the values sorted during parallel quicksort.
Figure 7b. Computation of the position of each process's comparator value for the final sorted array.
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